
The current government coalition, led by the socialist Inuit Ataqatigiit party, lost
support in the March 12 elections compared to 2009. Siumut, which is currently
part of the opposition, won a nearly 43 percent plurality, claiming 14 out of 31
parliamentary seats. Siumut will probably pair with the center-right Atassut party,
which came in third, to form a coalition, since the parties have governed together
in the past.
Greenland holds vast untapped natural resources. However, the country is still
establishing a legal framework for the mining sector and debating how best to
attract international investment. Greenland needs foreign capital if it wants to
move away from an economy that is largely based on fishing and depends on
financial aid from Copenhagen. In 2012, subsidies from Denmark accounted for
more than one-third of Greenland’s government revenue. (This aid would be cut
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over time as Greenland’s natural resource sector develops.) The exploitation of
natural resources would help strengthen the welfare state, a key consideration as
the population ages, but it would also bolster Greenland's quest for independence.
Greenland's trend of opening up to foreign investment to develop the mining sector
will therefore continue, though the new coalition may tweak the government's legal
approach.
 
Last December, Greenland’s Parliament introduced legislation allowing companies
investing in large projects to import labor from abroad to complement Greenland’s
workforce, a provision Siumut promised during the electoral campaign to revise.
Apart from environmental concerns, large parts of the population fear a sudden
wave of immigration, worrying that newcomers could take jobs from Greenlanders.
Siumut also wants to introduce royalties and taxes for mining companies earlier
than the current government, which wants to wait until the companies earn profits.
On the other hand, Siumut has supported the idea of allowing companies to mine
for radioactive materials, which is important since these materials occur as a
byproduct when mining Greenland’s rare earth deposits. In the coming months,
the new Parliament will debate whether mining for radioactive materials should be
allowed once Greenland's Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum has presented its
assessment regarding the health and environmental risks tied to such mining.
 
The development of the mining sector and the island’s quest for greater autonomy
are intertwined. Nationalist sentiment is growing stronger as the prospect of future
revenue flows from mining activity becomes more promising. Prior to the election,
the two largest parties highlighted their support of the long-term goal of achieving
complete independence from Denmark.
 

Copenhagen's Concerns
Denmark is still responsible for Greenland’s foreign, defense and monetary policy,
and Copenhagen wants to ensure it profits from the island's natural resources,
especially since its own oil and gas reserves in the North Sea are dwindling. Losing
Greenland would likely also weaken Denmark’s sway in the Artic, which is expected
to gain greater economic importance in the coming decades. However,
Copenhagen will be cautious in its approach to Greenland's politics since attempts
at overt influence would risk strengthening the independence movement. 
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Greenland has a population of only around 56,500 and will always rely on outside
aid, be it in the form of investment, technical assistance, labor force or security
assistance. Large parts of Greenland’s population have family members living in
Denmark and profit from access to the Danish education and health care systems.
These cultural ties will become more important over the coming years as
Copenhagen tries to maintain strong ties to Greenland while avoiding the
perception that it is trying to wrest back power on the island.
 

The Government's Balancing Act
Greenland's government will face considerable challenges in maintaining the
island’s social and cultural cohesion while further developing the mining sector.
Future revenues from mining will help strengthen the social security system as the
population ages, and new prospects for the young population will probably turn
Greenland into a country of net immigration. (According to Greenland's national
statistics office, the island has experienced net emigration since recording started
in 1993.) However, the levels of immigration required to satisfy labor demands for
large mining projects will strain Greenland’s social cohesion.
 
Close to 90 percent of Greenland’s current population was born on the island.
Already, the number of foreign citizens has nearly doubled since 2007, when some
500 foreigners were recorded as living in Greenland, and large mining projects will
draw  thousands of foreign workers. Greenland will probably also see sharper
generational disputes: The young population will favor rapid development of the
mining sector, while the older generation will be more concerned about the island's
environment and culture and will want to protect the fishing sector, which has
always been Greenland’s economic backbone.
 
Greenland’s future governments will increasingly face the need to balance the
economic benefits derived from tapping the island’s natural resources with
expected societal shifts.


